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Zion will be established see Moses 7: A knowledge of the signs of the times can help us turn to the Lord and
prepare ourselves for His Second Coming. Supporting Statements The signs of the times in our day are events
that were prophesied to take place in the latter days before the Second Coming of Christ. They are omens,
prodigies, wonders, and marvels of abnormal occurrence. Time means the age, era, period, or dispensation
involved. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine, â€” The gospel has been restored. The Church has been fully
organized. The priesthood has been conferred upon man. The various dispensations from the beginning have
been revealed and their keys and authorities given to the Church. Israel has been and is being gathered to the
land of Zion. The Jews are returning to Jerusalem. The gospel is being preached in all the world as a witness to
every nation. Temples are being built, and ordinance work for the dead, as well as for the living, is performed
in them. The hearts of the children have turned to their fathers, and the children are seeking after their dead.
The covenants which the Lord promised to make with Israel in the latter days have been revealed, and
thousands of gathered Israel have entered into them. The wicked must be destroyed; peace must replace war;
and the evil imaginations in the hearts of men must give way to desires for righteousness. How shall this be
brought to pass? There are two ways: The wicked shall slay the wicked, as did the Nephites and the Lamanites
in the day of the extinction of the Nephites as a nation. Plagues will sweep the earth, as the Black Death
ravaged Asia and Europe in the fourteenth century. The carcasses of the dead will be stacked in uncounted
numbers to rot and decay and fill the earth with stench. What matters the destruction of a few railway cars?
You will hear of magnificent cities, now idolized by the people, sinking in the earth, entombing the
inhabitants. The sea will heave itself beyond its bounds, engulfing mighty cities. Those that involve chaos and
commotion and distress of nations will continue in the future with even greater destructive force. Wars will get
worse. Moments of armistice and peace will be less stable. Viewed in the perspective of years, all worldly
things will degenerate. There will be an increasing polarization of views. There will be more apostasy from the
Church, more summer saints and sunshine patriots who will be won over to the cause of the adversary. Those
who support the kingdom because of the loaves and the fishes will find other bread to eat. It will take some
time to rebuild the walls of the city and the temple, and etc. There will be wars and rumors of wars, signs in
the heavens above and on the earth beneath, the sun turned into darkness and the moon to blood, earthquakes
in divers places, the seas heaving beyond their bounds; then will appear one grand sign of the Son of Man in
heaven. But what will the world do? They will say it is a planet, a comet, etc. One pestilence will desolate
after another. We shall soon have war and bloodshed. The moon will be turned into blood. I testify of these
things, and that the coming of the Son of Man is nigh, even at your doors. Possess it, own it, make it yours by
both believing it and living it. It is not sufficient merely to know what the scripture says. One must treasure it
up, meaning take it into his possession so affirmatively that it becomes a part of his very being; as a
consequence, in the illustration given, one actually receives the companionship of the Spirit. The day is fixed
and the hour is set. The signs have been, are now, and will hereafter be shown forth. Some of these have been
publicized as though they were necessary to wake up the world to the horrors about to overtake us. Many of
these are from sources upon which there cannot be unquestioned reliance. Lee, in Conference Report, Oct.
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2: Chapter The Signs of the Times
Signs of the Times is the leading brand for comprehensive sign-industry news, technical information and in-depth
analysis since Our mission is to educate and inspire signage and graphics professionals worldwide through
award-winning editorial perspectives, technology updates, new product reviews, one-of-a-kind State of the Industry
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Remember, these signs are to intensify during the last days, and that is exactly what is happening with
earthquakes. Take a look at the following information and judge for yourself. Big earthquakes have doubled in
compared to each year since source. We need to heed the signs and get ready! Please see these amazing videos
showing a graphical look into the earthquakes around the world. Christ said that there would be earthquakes in
"diverse" places, and these amazing videos certainly fulfills that prophecy. But I wanted to separate it to show
you that this sign alone reveals we are living in the last days. God tells Daniel to seal the book. In other words,
to seal the prophecies contained within it. And that at the "time of the end", the prophecies would be unsealed
and we would know what they mean. But taking all the other signs together will show us how close we are to
the second coming of Christ Jesus, the Son of the living God, and the end of the world. With false prophets
like the Pope, Muhammad, Krishna, Buddha, etc. We also have many false prophets and leaders in "Christian"
churches, like the the prosperity gospel preachers and people like Oprah Winfrey leading these new age
movements. People like Rick Warren who preach just enough truth to lull the unlearned mind into following
them into apostasy! Yes, this sign has certainly been fulfilled. Please prayerfully seek the truth yourself, by
studying the Word of God in the Bible. There is an ecumenical movement today which we were told about in
end times prophecy that is uniting the world in an effort to bring peace. Churches and faiths and political
leaders are uniting like never before in an effort to bring peace to this world. When they do declare "peace and
safety" then destruction will come upon them 1 Thessalonians 5: For nation shall rise against nation and
kingdom against kingdom. During the 20th century alone, more people have been killed as a result of war than
all previous centuries combined. Today, there are conflicts and wars raging all around the world Source. And
in , armed conflicts greatly increased according to this report. So is war a sign for today? Of course is it. All
signs need to be fulfilled. Thousands die everyday of starvation and according to this news article global
starvation is spreading and increasing causing 1 Billion people to go hungry around the world. Not only that,
we have the likes of Monsanto who are poisoning the crops that are left! The sad thing about this sign, is that
the amount of food that is wasted in the developed world could feed the hungry! So think about those in need
next time you are about to fill up your shopping trolley with food that will be wasted. The Bible teaches us
that we need to be helping the poor and needy, by giving them of our bread and clothing. And then shall many
be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another. And once the mark of the beast is
enforced soon, then this persecution will spread to the Western World. Is this Biblical sign fulfilled in our
day? Just go back 50 years and you would not see half the sin and wickedness that we see in people today.
Look at what is portrayed on our TV screens and in the movies and video games! Violence, lust and all
manner of evil. This is one of the major end of time signs. And do you know the worst thing about "sin"
today? Through movies, television programs, radio, magazines, comics, you name it! The majority of people
in this world today, including professed Christians are happily entertained by the very thing that put the Son of
God on the cross! And please note, I am not just talking about the sins of non Christians. A sure sign that we
are living in the end times is the fact that the Christian churches are full of unconverted, sin loving people!
Yes, iniquity has abounded! A great majority of professing Christians these days do not study the Bible much.
Let me give you an example. God revealed a great truth to the world about who the antichrist was. All of the
reformers knew the truth about the Roman Catholic Church being the Bible antichrist. But as time has gone on
and false teachers have crept into the churches, the majority of Protestants now reject this great truth that God
opened up to the early Protestant leaders, and they now EMBRACE that antichrist church and have become a
part of Babylon! The above end time sign from Timothy also says that they would be turned unto fables. Let
me give you a few fables that the majority of Christians have been turned to. Looking to Israel for fulfillment
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of end times prophecy. Mark of the beast being a microchip. The Battle of Armageddon being a physical
battle. And there are many more. Please see our prophecy site for the truth on these topics. Great and precious
truths were opened to the people of the Protestant reformation, but the reformation failed because the people
did not continue seeking the truth. Although God does have a remnant church with the full gospel truth, we
now live in a day where the majority have turned away from the truth and been turned to fables. This sign of
the end times has certainly been fulfilled in our generation. And what about man destroying the earth? Well,
all throughout history, the most dangerous weapon that man had was a bow and arrow. Man could not do
much damage to the earth. But now just look at what man can do and IS doing to the earth through industry,
destructive weapons of war, chemicals, oil exploration, depletion of the forests and so on. Just look at the
massive oil spills that have happened during the past 30 years around the world. We have been living in the
time of judgment since and once the judgment has ended, THEN Christ Jesus will return to "reward" the saints
and "destroy those who destroy the earth". So is this being fulfilled today as one of the end time signs? We
have never had the resources available before to reach the world the way we can now. This ministry alone
receives thousands of visits everyday from people from all over the world seeking the truth. Had no more
rapid means of conveyance and communication been found than existed a century ago, it would have been
impossible to communicate such a message to one generation. But such a work must be done for the last
generation Then the last generation everywhere must hear the message, and this calls for rapid transit, and
lightning couriers to bear the tidings to various parts of the earth. And what do we have now for "rapid transit"
of the gospel message around the world? The internet and satellite! But what about all the different languages
you may say? Well, ministries like Faith Comes by Hearing provides a free audio app that shares the Bible in
languages! And that number is growing all the time. So yes, the languages of the world are being reached with
the Word of God. For more end time signs and even more evidence that we are living in the last days, please
see End of World Signs. I hope that you can see from the above Biblical signs of the end times that our
generation is truly living in the last days, nearing the second coming of Christ Jesus. We are living in a time
like no other. The world is being turned upside down and we need to get ready! If you are not a Christian and
you realize that we are living in the end times and are wondering what you need to do, then please click here
to see what you must do to be saved. Give your heart to Christ Jesus. He is about to return to bring judgment
upon the whole world. Verily I say unto you, this generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled.
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3: Bible Signs of the End Times - Biblical Last Days
Now birth pangs speak of frequency and intensity. And as a woman gets nearer the birth, the "pangs" become more
frequent and intense. This is true also for the signs of the end times. These signs began not long after Jesus' day, and
as Jesus quoted, the end would not yet be, because this was just the beginning of sorrows.

From the July Signs When you think of Pentecostals, what doctrine pops into your mind? Speaking in tongues,
right? When someone mentions Baptists, you probably think of baptism by immersion. When you hear the
name Catholics, you may think of the virgin Mary or the Mass. Denominations are generally known for their
distinct teachings or practices. So when you hear the name Seventh-day Adventist, what teaching pops into
your mind? Of course, most Christians believe in keeping the Sabbath. However, Adventists are somewhat
unique in that they celebrate the Sabbath on the seventh day of the week, Saturday, rather than on Sunday, as
most other Christians do. How could so many people be wrong and so few be right? So what convinced me to
keep the Sabbath on the seventh day? One important factor was that Christians seemed to disagree on the
reasons for keeping Sunday! Examining the evidence The Sabbath is Jewish. Some people claim that the
seventh-day Sabbath is strictly a Jewish day. How many Jews were there in the world back then? So God
made the Sabbath for the entire human race. God made the Sabbath for everyone, not just for the Jews.
Change of the calendar. Other Christians protest that the calendar has been changed so many times we can?
However, these changes never affected the order for days of the week, only the numbering of the days of the
month. The calendar was changed, but the weekly cycle wasn? Furthermore, Jews have been keeping the
Sabbath on the seventh day for thousands of years. If the Jews have the wrong Sabbath, then everyone else has
the wrong Sunday, because according to the Bible, Jesus rose on the first day of the week, the day after the
Sabbath see Matthew In Honor of the Resurrection. And that brings up another reason many people offer for
observing Sunday. Some people point to the fact that the disciples met together on Resurrection Sunday,
which is true. They were huddled together? No more Ten Commandments. Then there are those who claim
that they observe Sunday instead of the Sabbath because the Ten Commandments have been abolished. I find
that reason to be quite strange today, because I? And now many of these very same Christians are lobbying to
have the Ten Commandments posted in public places all over the United States in order to get America back
to its moral roots! Paul was a firm believer in the Ten Commandments. I would not have known what sin was
except through the law? And James called the Ten Commandments? Thus, according to Paul, God still wants
Christians to keep the Ten Commandments, including the fourth. The New Testament Church. Some people
suggest that the New Testament church changed the Sabbath to Sunday. Six of the eight Sunday references
simply point to Christ? That leaves two references to Sunday elsewhere. The first one is in Acts Some people
claim that this shows a trend toward Sunday observance in the New Testament. But an examination of the
facts explains why Luke, the author of Acts, called attention to this gathering on the first day of the week. It
was an all-night meeting, because Paul was leaving the next day. Even back then, I don? So, far from
indicating a trend toward Sunday observance, Luke appears to have called attention to this meeting being held
on the first day of the week because an all-night service was so unusual. The second New Testament reference
to the first day of the week apart from those in the Resurrection story is found in 1 Corinthians Paul had asked
all the churches in Greece and Asia Minor to collect a famine-relief offering for the Jewish Christians in
Judea. He then made a tour of all these churches, picking up their contributions, which he delivered in person
to the church leaders in Jerusalem. Now about the collection for God? Do what I told the Galatian churches to
do. On the first day of every week, each one of you should set aside a sum of money in keeping with his
income, saving it up, so that when I come no collections will have to be made.? Advocates of Sunday suggest
that Paul was referring to the collection of an offering at church. However, the King James Version says,? Let
every one of you lay by him in store? Evaluating the evidence When I looked at all the evidence, it became
clear to me that, while no one is saved by keeping the Ten Commandments, that code of laws is still God? The
Bible says that Jesus Christ is? So I decided to keep the Sabbath the way the Bible says, not as a duty, but
because I want to please my heavenly Father. If you love me, you will obey what I command?
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4: Articles | Signs of the Times
Signs subscribers can also read these articles in the print edition of the November issue Kevan's Journey as a Backpack
How the kindness of friends reveals the kingdom of God.

Tweet Signs of the End Times The signs of the end times is something that all end time prophecy students
look for to find out how close we are to the second coming of Christ Jesus. Even many non believers are
looking into this issue now, which shows there are significant changes going on in our world today. Many
people are wondering what is happening with all these disasters, wars, worldwide economic woes, animal
deaths and a general degredation in society. And the Bible has the answer. They are the signs that the end of
the world as we know it is close. For a more thorough look into the signs of the times, see our website And the
Bible signs have now been fulfilled like never before in all of history, showing we are the final generation
before the return of Christ Jesus. And with the other end time signs pages available on this site, you will see
that without doubt we are living in the last days. There will be pestilence, plague and famine. The waters of
the deep will overflow their boundaries. Property and life will be destroyed by fire and flood. Thou sawest till
that a stone was cut out without hands, which smote the image upon his feet. You can see from the picture the
fulfillment of this prophecy. And where are we today? We are in the feet of the image. Amongst the divided
kingdoms of the world. So this prophecy alone tells us that this generation is living in the "end times". And
when did the "age" of the feet begin? And as this image confirms, this is the LAST "age" before the end. So
this world has been in the "last age" for over years! We have been in the last age for over years! Conflict and
war rages across the globe. Disaster after disaster unfolds upon the nations. Economies are collapsing around
the world. Animal life is diseased and dying. And wickedness and sin is rampant. Do you have eyes to see
what is happening? God is giving us plenty of warning! We are told in this Bible verse that during the last
days the beast system would enforce the world to take the mark of the beast. Now carefully think about this
one. So what needs to happen for this prophecy to be fulfilled, to stop people from "buying and selling"? We
need to get rid of cash right? And replace it with an electronic form of payment. It would then be easy to press
a button and freeze the finances of any person who refuses to go along with the beast. Has this been possible
in the past? No, because we did not have the technology to do it. But now we do have the technology and the
people in control are actively pushing for this to happen today. This is a sure sign of the end times that we live
in. The Perilous times are here, and will continue to get worse. There are protests, riots and uprisings all over
the world today. The economy worldwide is in trouble and everything just seems ready to explode! And this
plays into the hands of the beast power who can bring the "solution" to the troubles of this world. But that
solution will be a deception. This applies to the end time signs and is an amazing one that many people miss.
What could man do to the earth throughout history? Not much, other than sling a few arrows and rocks and
dig the ground with a shovel. But what does man do to the earth today? We destroy with great weapons of war
and massive industry. Pollute the air with chemicals. Pollute the waters with oil and other toxins. Destroy the
forests and so on. And as you will see from the list of mass animal deaths , the animals are dying in great
numbers because of it. There is no other time in history where mankind was destroying the earth like we are
today. This is a sure sign of the times. Sign - False Christs and Prophets Matthew With this one, we tend to
focus on the "false Christs" and forget that the sign also includes false prophets and preachers. Sure, we have
certainly had many characters claiming to either be Christ, or a special "chosen one", people like Jim Jones
and David Koresh. But we now also have a world full of false prophets, preachers and movements like never
before within the churches that preach error and deceive millions of people. For example, the prosperity
gospel preachers like Joel Osteen and Creflo Dollar amongst many others who focus entirely on material
wealth and prosperity and do not convict people of sin. There is also the seeker sensitive, emerging church
movement with preachers like Rick Warren and Bill Hybels who deceive people into uniting with the world
and uniting with other faiths, when the Word of God expressly tells us to stay separate. We need to test
everyone against the Word of God to see if what they are preaching is the truth. Now does this mean we
cannot trust anyone who claims to be a prophet of God? No, we just need to test what they say against the
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Word. See Ellen White for an example of a true prophet. Sign - Famine Matthew What makes this even more
sad is that the amount of food that is wasted by the rest of us could feed these poor people who are starving to
death. Sign - Earthquakes in Diverse Places Matthew The scoffers love to bash this one, but from the
evidence available, we can see that earthquakes are increasing in frequency, and also appearing in more
"diverse places". Take a look at the following information and judge for yourself. See the following amazing
videos showing a graphical look at earthquakes around the globe, - Jesus Christ said that there would be
earthquakes in "diverse" places, and that prophecy is certainly fulfilled in these amazing videos. And then
shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another. Christians are being
persecuted and killed all over the world for their faith in Christ Jesus, especially in places like China, Russia,
Africa, Iraq, Israel, etc. And soon this persecution will rise up in the western world when the mark of the beast
is enforced. The Roman Catholic Church killed tens of millions of Christians during the dark ages between AD, and this evil will rise again just before Jesus returns. Sign - Sinful Society Matthew This world is truly
aching under the burden of sin, and God will not let it carry on for much longer. The love of many have
certainly "waxed cold" and the fact that many professing Christians believe that the ten commandments are no
longer binding, then naturally sin is going to increase. The amount of sin we allow into our homes today
through television is staggering! And what do we call it? It was sin that put our Lord Jesus Christ on the cross
and we now call it entertainment today. Look at how society was just 50 or so years ago. People could leave
their houses unlocked without fear of a thief entering the house. People dressed more modestly and women
were not dressed in a "sensual" way. People were a lot more "pious" and caring and courteous towards one
another. There was far more caution as to what was allowed to be shown on television and in films. Society as
a whole was a lot more stable. But today, society has degraded to an all time low. For men shall be lovers of
their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, without
natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, traitors,
heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; Having a form of godliness, but denying the
power thereof: Again, take a look around the world today and you will that this Bible verse above concerning
the end times is being fulfilled. This is a perfect description of the church today. The majority of professing
Christians today are more interested in the TV, sports, partying, socializing, playing games etc, than they are
in following Christ Jesus. Sign - War and Rumours of War Matthew For nation shall rise against nation and
kingdom against kingdom. For instance, over the past century there has been well over wars and conflicts that
has brought about the death of well over million people. Sign - Knowledge Shall be Increased Daniel This
Bible verse concerning the end times can have two applications. The first is applied to Biblical knowledge
concerning Bible prophecy. Take a look at the sanctuary message in the Bible for an eye opening study.
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5: What signs indicate that the end times are approaching?
The Signs of the Times, the New Ark, and the Coming Kingdom of the Divine Will: God's Plan for Victory and Peace Jan
24,

When the religious leaders demanded a miracle, Jesus replied that it was a wicked and spiritually unfaithful
generation that insisted on looking for God in the abnormal instead of discerning the signs of the times. What
did Jesus mean when He told them they could not discern the signs of the times Matthew To answer this
question, we need to see what those leaders were asking Jesus. The Jews were not asking for just another
miracle, since they had already persuaded themselves that at least some of those Jesus had performed were of
demonic agency Given that Jesus performed so many miracles throughout Galilee and Judea, it is very likely
that these religious teachers would have heard many convincing testimonies about the supernatural miracles
Jesus had already performed Matthew 4: Still, these men apparently wanted to see a showy miracle to satisfy
their curiosity. Why a sign from heaven? What was significant about a sign from God? In a number of cases in
the Old Testament God sent a miraculous sign that served as a witness that He was directly involved in some
upcoming event Judges 6: And another was when Isaiah pronounced to King Hezekiah that God was going to
turn back the shadow 10 degrees on the sundial of Ahaz Isaiah These are just a few of the signs God
performed through the prophets. You know how to discern the face of the sky, but you cannot discern the
signs of the times. Jesus was making the point that the religious leaders of His day, who were representative of
their whole generation, had a pervading spirit of unbelief as to whether He was the Messiah that the prophets
had pointed to. Again, there was ample testimony given by the prophets Luke Earlier, Jesus had likewise
announced that His resurrection would come three days after His death John 2: This miraculous sign would
prove that He, too, was sent by God. And human thinking will not have changed at the end of the age. Jesus
told His disciples that wickedness would increase; and as a result, the love of many would grow cold Matthew
Peter reminds us that these false teachers willfully forget how God performed mighty deeds. Jesus went on to
describe an outline of events that would give clear evidence of when the end of the age was near verses A
state of readiness To the church at Thessalonica Paul wrote: For you yourselves know perfectly that the day of
the Lord so comes as a thief in the night. And they shall not escape. You are all sons of light and sons of the
day. Encouraging the brethren at Ephesus and us today, Paul wrote: This magazine will help you discern the
times and know the difference between good and evil in a world that becomes ever more confused. At the
same time God will have two witnesses who will also be able to produce miraculous signs Revelation Will
you be able to discern the difference?
6: Signs of the Times
"But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last days. People will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money,
boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, without love, unforgiving, slanderous, without
self-control, brutal, not lovers of the good, treacherous, rash, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of
Godâ€”having a form of godliness but denying its power.

7: Vintage Metal & Tin Signs For Sale | Signs of the Times
With these signs in mind, we can be wise and discerning in regard to the expectation of the end times. We should not,
however, interpret any of these singular events as a clear indication of the soon arrival of the end times.

8: Signs of the Times - Life, Hope & Truth
Signs of Their Times reveals how these three very different writers shared a common conviction that their labor was not
merely a resistance to change, but an active force for change, as each sought to refashion the currently unstable signs
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of the timesâ€”history, labor, and the bodyâ€”into mutually dependent guarantors of social stability and.

9: Signs Of The Times
Signs of the End Times The signs of the end times is something that all end time prophecy students look for to find out
how close we are to the second coming of Christ Jesus. Even many non believers are looking into this issue now, which
shows there are significant changes going on in our world today.
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